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Abstract

Six different convective-stratiform separation techniques, including a new technique that utilizes

the ratio of vertical and terminal velocities, are compared and evaluated using two-dimensional

numerical simulations of a tropical [Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-

Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE)] and midlatitude continental [Preliminary

Regional Experiment for STORM-Central (PRESTORM)] squall line. Comparisons are made

in terms of rainfall, cloud coverage, mass fluxes, apparent heating and moistening, mean

hydrometeor profiles, CFADs (Contoured Frequency with Altitude Diagrams), microphysics,

and latent heating retrieval. Overall, it was found that the different separation techniques

produced results that qualitatively agreed. However, the quantitative differences were

significant. Observational comparisons were unable to conclusively evaluate the performance of

the techniques. Latent heating retrieval was shown to be sensative to the use of separation

technique mainly due to the stratiform region for methods that found very little stratiform rain.
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POPULAR SUMMARY

Convective cloud systems such as squall lines consist of two rather distinct regions: the convective

region contains clouds with strong vertical motion and heavy rainfall similar to thunderstorms and

the stratiform region which is usually a broader area of clouds with weak vertical motion and light

rainfall. Cloud systems are composed of tiny cloud droplets and ice crystals as well as larger rain

drops and ice. These cloud particles interact differently in the two regions. Their interaction leads

to the release of heat due to phase changes of water. As such, the separation of convective systems

into their two regions reveals the vertical location and amount of heating that takes place in each

region (which is characteristically different) as well as the amount of rainfall in each region. Several

different techniques have been developed to perform such separation. They rely on different criteria

such as the strength of vertical motion, rainfall rates or the intensity of radar echoes to name the

most common. Typically the convective region is identified with the remainder assumed to be

stratiform. Results from six different separation techniques agreed well with each other

qualitatively but differed significantly quantitatively.

Comparisons with observed statistics were insufficient to identify the method that

performed the best separation. However, stratiform heating profiles in situations where techniques

assign most of the rainfall in a convective cloud system to the convective region lead to errors when

those profiles are used in connection with other measured quantities to estimate the total heating

profiles for such systems. Heating profiles ultimately can be used to initialize large-scale weather

models.



1. Introduction

Squalllinesarepartof an importantclassof precipitatingconvectivesystems,often referredto

asmesoscaleconvectivesystemsorMCSs. Theycanproduceabundantrainfall,severeweather,

andimpactthe large-scaleenvironment.Squall lines or MCSs can be separatedinto two

regions:convectiveandstratiform.Thereareseveralreasonsfor makingthis distinction. First,

theprecipitationmechanismsaredecidedlydifferentin the two regions. Also, the convective

regiongenerallycontainstheheavierprecipitationrates.In addition,theverticalprofilesof latent

heatingaredistinctlydifferent,eachhavingits own characteristicshape. Thesameis true for

themassflux anddivergenceprofiles. As such,anumberof techniqueshavebeendevelopedto

separateconvectivesystemsinto their convectiveandstratiformcomponents.The purposeof

this study is to compareseveralof thosetechniquesusinga numericalcloud-resolvingmodel

andassesstheimpactof theirusage.

An early studyby Hamiltonand Archbold (1945) described a typical squall line as a

line of cumulonimbus clouds that preceded a broad downdraft region associated with a

precipitating anvil. Newton (1950) discovered a subsidence inversion behind a squall line, and

Zipser (1977) put forth a conceptual model wherein the downdraft area consisted of narrow

convective-scale and an evaporatively driven broader mesoscale downdraft that originated from

mid-level inflow. This formed a stable layer behind the leading edge convection. Brown (1979)

modeled such a mesoscale downdraft using a two-dimensional (2D) hydrostatic model. The

stratiform precipitation in the anvil is often associated with a distinct radar bright band (Ryde

1946; Battan 1973; Atlas 1990). The horizontally uniform precipitation of the anvil region has

been found to contain rainfall rates on the order of 1 to 10 mm/h compared to 10 to 100 mm/h

in the convective cores (Leary and Houze 1979). The convective region is usually dominated by

rimed particles or graupel as opposed to aggregates in the anvil region (Churchill and Houze

1984).
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Using radardataHouze(1977)computedtheanvilportion of the rainfall for a GATE

squall line to be about 40%. He simply drew a boundary around the squall line region (i.e., the

convective portion) and treated the rest as anvil. Gamache and Houze (1982) obtained

quantitative divergence and mass flux profiles for both the convective and anvil regions of a

GATE squall line. They separated the convective and anvil portions based on subjective

assessment of the echo pattern. They found the squall-line echo to have an average width of 20

km.

An important aspect of squall lines involves their influence on the larger scale, notably in

the form of heating and moistening. Reed and Recker (1971) obtained an estimate of the

diabatic heating effects above 900 mb for a composite easterly wave disturbance. Yanai et al.

(1973) used a similar approach to estimate the apparent heating and moistening for tropical

disturbances also observed in the Marshall Islands. Their time-averaged heating profile

matched that of Recker and Reed (1971) fairly well with a single maximum in heating near 475

rob. These early estimates represented the heating effects for an entire convective system.

Leary and Houze (1979) used GATE radar data to estimate cooling rates in and below

the anvil bright band due to melting and evaporation. But, Houze (1982) used an idealized

cloud system to put forth the first comprehensive estimates of the heating profiles associated

with the convective and anvil regions by summing estimates of the cloud-scale terms. The

convective profiles showed warming throughout the depth of the troposphere while the anvil

profiles had warming in the middle and upper troposphere and cooling due to evaporation and

melting in the lower troposphere. Johnson and Young (1983) computed the heating and

moistening rates for tropical anvils using soundings from a ship array. Their results compared

well with those of Houze (1982). Johnson (1984) partitioned the apparent heat and moisture

source profiles of Yanai et al. (1973) using the anvil profiles of Johnson and Young (1983).



The cumulus profiles were obtainedas the residualand generallymatchedthat of Houze

(1982).

Tao and Soong (1986) used a three-dimensional(3D) numericalcloud model to

simulatea GATE rainband. They producedtotal heatingand moisteningprofiles similar to

thosefrom observationalstudies.Tao and Simpson(1989) addedice microphysicsand a

convective-stratiformseparationtechniquebasedon Churchill andHouze (1984) to produce

modelsimulatedprofilesof heatingfor theconvectiveandanvil regions. Theseconvectiveand

anvil heatingprofilesweresimilarto thoseobtainedby Houze(1982)andJohnson(1984).

Recentstudies(Simpsonet al. 1988;Adler and Negri 1988;Tao et al. 1993a)have

shownthattheseparationof convectiveandstratiformcloudsis necessaryfor the successful

retrievalof surfacerain and latentheatingprofiles via remotesensing. Frank and McBride

(1989)concludedthatdifferencesin thetotalheatingprofilesbetweenAMEX andGATE cloud

clustersweredueto differencesin thefractionof anvil rainfall. Using similar logic,Tao et al.

(1993a)put forth analgorithmto retrievethe meanlatentheatingprofile basedon rainfall, the

stratiformpercentage,and appropriateprofiles of heatingcharacteristicof the convectiveand

stratiformregions. The convectiveand stratiformheatingprofiles usedin the algorithmare

obtainedfrom both diagnosticand modeling studiesof convectivesystemsfrom various

geographicregions.Theyindicatedthat the stratiform percentage should be within 10% for an

accurate retrieval. Alexander and Cotton (1998) recently devised a mesoscale parameterization

scheme to accompany a modified traditional cumulus parametefization scheme. They used the

Tao et al. (1993b) separation technique to select mesoscale profiles for their parametefization

from cloud resolving model simulations of MCSs.

Recent cloud modeling studies (e.g., Tao et al. 1993b; Xu 1995; Caniaux et al. 1994)

have quantified the amount of stratiform rain, and the heating and moisture budgets of MCSs



usingdifferent separationtechniques. Current convective-stratiformseparationfor TRMM

groundvalidationradarsfollows the algorithmof Steineret al. (1995). Though the exact

demarcationbetweentheconvectiveandstratiformregionscanbearbitrary,suchseparationhas

manyuses.As such,it is importantto comparethe variousseparationmethodsin use to

determinewhethersimilar conclusionsare obtained and to assessthe varianceof any

quantitativedifferences. This paper will addressthe issue by comparing five different

separation

techniques currently being used plus a new method based on the definition that the terminal

velocity of precipitation particles is large relative to the vertical velocity in regions of stratiform

precipitation (e.g., Houghton 1968; Steiner el al. 1995; Houze 1997). These techniques are

applied to two different squall line cases: a mid-latitude case (PRESTORM) and a tropical case

(TOGA COARE). The model and cases are described in Section 2. Section 3 gives the details

on the convective-stratiform separation methods, and Section 4 contains the results of the

numerical experiments. The summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2. Model Description and Case Studies

The model used in this study is the 2D version of the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE)

model. Modeled flow is anelastic. The microphysics include a parameterized Kessler-type

two-category liquid water scheme (cloud water and rain), and parameterized Linet al. (1983) or

Rutledge and Hobbs (1984) three-category ice-phase scheme (cloud ice, snow and

hail/graupel). Second- or higher-order advection schemes can produce negative values in the

solution (Soong and Ogura 1973). Thus, a Multi-dimensional Positive Definite Advection

Transport Algorithm (MPDATA - Smolarkiewicz 1983; Smolarkiewicz 1984; Smolarkiewicz

and Grabowski 1990) has been implemented into the model. All scalar variables (potential

temperature, water vapor, turbulent coefficient and all five hydrometeor classes) use forward

time differencing and the MPDATA for advection. Dynamic variables, u, v and w, use a
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second-orderaccurateadvectionschemeanda leapfrogtime integration(kinetic energysemi-

conservingmethod).Short-wave(solar)and long-waveradiationparameterizationsaswell as a

subgrid-scaleturbulence(one-and-a-halforder)schemearealsoincludedin themodel. Details

of themodelcanbefoundin TaoandSimpson(1993)andSimpsonandTao(1993).

Two cases,a tropicaloceanicsquallsystemobservedduringTOGA COARE (Tropical

Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-AtmosphereResponse Experiment) and a

midlatitudecontinentalsquall systemobservedduring PRESTORM (Preliminary Regional

Experimentfor STORM-Central),will be usedto examinethe variouspartitioningmethods.

The June10-11,1985PRESTORM caseis well studied(e.g.,Johnsonand Hamilton 1988;

Rutledgeet al. 1988;Taoet al. 1993b;Tao et al. 1996). The PRESTORMenvironmentwas

fairly unstablebutrelativelydry. The modelwas initializedwith a singlesoundingtakenat

2330UTC from Pratt,KS which wasaheadof thenewlyforming squallline. Thesoundingis

quiteunstablewitha lifted indexof -5.37anda ConvectiveAvailablePotentialEnergy(CAPE)

of 2300J/kg. The PRESTORMsimulationsweremadeusing a modifiedshearprofile [see

Taoet al. (1993b)]andLin etal. (1983)microphysics.A stretchedverticalcoordinatewasused

in themodelwith 31grid points. Theresolutionrangedfrom 240m at the lowestlevelto 1250

m at the top. Therewere 1024 horizontalgrid points; the central872 had a fixed 1 km

resolution.Theoutergridswerestretched.Radiationwasincludedbutnotsurfacefluxes. The

timestepwas6 seconds.Theconvectivesystemwasinitiatedusingalow-levelcoldpool.

The February 22, 1993 TOGA COARE squall line has also been well studied

(Jorgensenet al. 1997;Redelspergeret al. 2000; Trier et al. 1996,1997;Wang et al. 1996,

2001). The soundingused to initialize the model is from LeMone et al. (1994). It is a

compositeof aircraftdatabelow6 km andan averageof the 1800and 2400 UTC Honiara

soundingsabove6 km. The surfacevaluesfollow Redelspergeret al. (2000). TheCAPE and

lifted indexaremoderatelyunstable,1776J/kg and-3.2,respectively.A low-levelwesterlyjet



of 12m/sis presentnear2 kin. The observedsqualllinepropagatedeastwardperpendicularto

thejet. Thoughinitially linear,thesystemlaterevolvedintoabowwithamid-levelvortex on the

northern edge. Surface fluxes were included in the model for this case using the TOGA

COARE flux algorithm (Fairall et al. 1996; Wang et al. 1996). The vertical grid was similar to

the PRESTORM setup, but with the first grid level at 40 m to accomodate the TOGA COARE

flux algorithm. A time step of 5 seconds was required. The horizontal grid followed that for

PRESTORM, but with an inner resolution of 750 m. A modified version of the Rutledge and

Hobbs (1984) 3-class ice scheme was used, and the shear above the low-level jet was reduced.

Radiation was included, and a low-level cold pool was used to start the system. Low-level

mesoscale lifting was also applied. It had a peak value of 3.4 cm/s near 1 km and was applied

over the first 2 hours. Table 1 shows some characteristics of the environments.
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3.0 Convection-Stratiform Partitioning

3.1 Churchill and Houze (1984)

Based on work by Houze (1973), the Churchill and Houze (1984) method identifies convective

cores as having twice the rainfall rate of the background average. The points surrounding the

core point are also convective as is any point with a rainrate above 20 mm/h. The background

average is from a box 5 grid points on a side. Originally applied to gridded radar data with a 4

km horizontal spacing at a 3 km altitude, in the model, it is applied to surface rainfall and on a

finer grid. Also, the 20 mm/h convective threshold is allowed to vary between 10 and 25 mm/h

depending on the time of the simulation. This method is termed the "C&H method" hereafter.

3.2 Tao and Simpson (1989) and Tao et al. (1993b)

This method begins with the C&H method applied to surface rainfall. Two additional criteria



arethenappliedto identifyactiveconvectionalofthavingminimal surfacerainfall,suchastilted

updraftsandnewcellsaheadof theline(Taoet al. 1993b).A point is madeconvectiveif cloud

waterexceedsathreshold(i.e.,0.5g kg-! or half thecurrentmaximumcloudwatercontent),or

if theupdraftexceeds3m s-1belowthemeltinglevel. In thestratiformarea,updraftvelocityis

checkedabovethemeltinglevel.If it exceeds5 rn/sor half thecurrentmaximumupdraft,the

areais madeconvective.Also, if the combinedcloud waterandcloud ice contentabovethe

meltinglevelexceeds1.5g/kg or half their Currentmaximumcombined content, the point is

made convective. The thresholds are adjusted for different cloud systems as well as for the

stage in their life cycle. Cloud areas ahead of the gust front are also made convective to achieve

coherent areas of convective and stratiform rainfall. This method is termed the "GCE method"

and has been adopted by Chin (1994) and Alexander and Cotton (1998).
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3.3 Xu (1995)

This method is similar to the C&H method only vertical motion instead of rainfall is used.

Below the melting level, model columns with an absolute vertical velocity twice the background

average over the four surrounding grid points are convective cores. The points on either side of

the core are also convective. Also, any point with a rainrate over 25 mm/h or an absolute vertical

velocity over 3 m/s is made convective. Remaining columns with a liquid water path over 0.2

kg/m2 are stratiform. These are checked for shallow convection. Columns with cloud water

paths over 0.4 kg/m2, rain water paths below 0.1 kg/m2 and mean upward motion all below the

melting layer are made convective. However, for this study, the stratiform region is simply the

non-convective rainy area. Also, the rainrate threshold was not fixed at 25 mm/h but varied

between 10 and 25 mm/h, and the velocity threshold was the minimum between 3 m/s and a

fourth of the current maximum vertical velocity. This method is termed the "Xu method".

3.4 Caniaux et aL (1994)



In this method, a characteristic width or fixed number of model grid points (e.g., 20-40) are

centered on the maximum surface rainrate and designated as the convective region. Remaining

grid points with surface precipitation comprise the stratiform region. In this study, the

convective region was fixed at a width of 20 km, so it is referred to as the "CA20 method".

3.5 Steiner et al. (1995)

This method is a texture algorithm applied to radar data below the melting band and builds on

the earlier C&H method. Reflectivities are compared against a background average taken over a

l 1-kin radius. Points exceeding the average by a certain threshold are convective. The

threshold varies as a function of the background average. Also, any point that exceeds 40 dBZ

is convective. For each of the points identified as convective, a surrounding area that depends

upon the intensity of the core point is made convective. The remaining rainy areas are then

stratiform.

3.6 Vt- W Method

A new method is introduced based on the premise that the fall speed of precipitation particles is

large relative to the vertical velocity in regions of stratiform precipitation (e.g., Houghton 1968;

Steiner el al. 1995; Houze 1997). In this method, if the ratio of

fall velocity to vertical velocity exceeds the square root of an order of magnitude (i.e., 3.16), the

point is considered stratiform. Only regions of the cloud volume where the fall velocity and

vertical velocity exceed 2 and 1 m/s, respectively, are examined. Above the melting layer, only

positive values of W are used in the ratio. Finally, below the melting layer, new convection is

identified by any point that has vertical velocity and cloud water over 1 m/s and 0.1 g/kg,

repsectively.
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In thisstudy,two criteriaadoptedin theGCEmethodareappliedto all the others. First,

surfacerainratesarethresholded.Thethresholdvariesfrom 10 to 25 mm/hdependingon the

simulation time and the value of the current maximum surface rainrate. Points that exceed the

threshold are always convective. Second, an attempt is made to make the convective and

stratiform regions coherent. First stratiform or cloudy points ahead of the gust front are made

convective. Next, cloudy points in the stratiform area behind the convective area are made

stratiform. Finally, if the convective region is 5 points or less in width, any stratiform points in

between are made convective. Table 2 lists characteristics of the various methods.

4. Results and Discussion

Simulations were made for 720 minutes for both PRESTORM and TOGA COARE. Figure 1

shows vertical cross-sections of estimated radar reflectivity for both runs. Both show a classic

squall-line structure (e.g., Gamache and Houze 1982) with a leading convective edge and

trailing stratiform region. In PRESTORM, echo cores exceed 50 dBZ and regularly reach 60

dBZ. The 50 dBZ values can reach upwards of 6 kin. In TOGA COARE, core values exceed

50 dBZ but not 60 dBZ. The 50 dBZ echoes in TOGA COARE occur below 3 km. The

results agree favorably with observed Doppler derived reflectivity and vertical velocity structures

(Jorgensen et al. 1997). Compared to PRESTORM, the transition from convective to

stratiform is less obvious due to the persistence of cellular structures behind the leading edge.

The leading convective cells in the PRESTORM case penetrate well above freezing where

hydrometeors are more likely to be carried rearward to form a more discerable bright band.

Hovmoller diagrams of surface rainfall, are presented in Figure 2 for both cases. Both

show a surge in forward propagation speed as the systems mature. The surge accompanies a

broadening of the stratiform region and likely indicates the transition from an erect to an



upshearupdraftprofile (Ferrieret al. 1996).
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4.1 Rainfall Statistics

Figure 3a shows time series of instantaneous grid-averaged total and stratiform rainfall for the

PRESTORM case using the GCE separation method. The stratiform amount slowly increases

over the simulation. The total rainfall levels off after 240 minuntes. A distinct episode of

increased rainfall just after 480 minutes can be traced to the merger of new cell ahead of the

main line with the system. This merging can lead to enhanced rainfall (Byers and Braham

1949; Simpson 1980; Wescott 1984; Tao and Simpson 1984, 1989). Figure 3b shows the

results the TOGA COARE case. Stratiform rain increases more rapidly than in PRESTORM

before leveling off.

Results from the various separation techniques are shown in Table 3. The variability is

rather high. In PRESTORM, C&H has the most stratiform rain followed closely by GCE and

CA20. Xu detects a modest amount, while Vt-W and Steiner have very low amounts. The

spread is 18%. Johnson and Hamilton (1988) reported an average stratiform rain amount of

29% for this case using surface rain gauge data. As the system matures, the stratiform

percentage increases both for the model results and observations. If the stratiform percentage is

computed over the final 240 minutes of the simulation, in the mature stage, the GCE, C&H, Xu,

and CA20 estimates increase by 10% and Steiner and Vt-W increase by 2-5%. Johnson and

Hamilton (1988) estimated the observed mature stage stratiform portion to be between 30 and

40%. Thus all of the stratiform estimates appear too low though GCE, C&H and CA20 are

reasonably close especially for the mature stage. Johnson and Hamilton (1988) assigned

rainrates over 6 mm/h as convective in their analysis of the mesonet rain gauge data. Using this

same criterion to the model results in a stratiform rain percentage of just 4.2%, which is now

very close to the Steiner and Vt-W estimates. Obviously the rainfall distribution in the model



doesnotmatchtheobservationsandappearsbiasedtowardsheavyrainrates.

alsofoundthisbiaswith themodel.

Sui et al. (1998)
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In TOGA COARE,C&H, GCE,and Xu havethemost stratiformrain. CA20 is now

lessthanXu, andVt-W andSteinerstill give the loweststratiformtotals. The rangeis now

32%. Shortet al. (1997)reportedthat40%of therainfall thatoccurredduringactiveperiodsin

TOGA COARE was stratiform. Active periods were mostly associatedwith organized

convection.They useda texturealgorithmsimilar to C&H andSteinerto separaterain maps

derivedfrom shipboardradardataintoconvectiveandstratiform.Thus,theGCE,C&H, andXu

methodsappearfavorablyclose.However,thesameissueof how well themodelreplicatesthe

observedrainfall distributionremains.The comparisonwith observedvaluesare thus rather

inconclusive.

In bothcases,theSteinermethodhas theloweststratiformamount. The methodwas

designedfor a2-kmgrid,whereasthemodelresolutionis 1km in PRESTORMand0.75km in

TOGA COARE. If appliedon a finer grid thanthe original 2 km, it will detectsmall scale

deviationsandidentifythemasconvectiveandoverestimatetheconvectiveamount(Steineret al.

1995).Neverthelessin its currentusage,for PRESTORM,regionsthatit finds convectiveare

alwayscloseto echoesof 40dBZ (Fig. 1),andinTOGA COAREit identifiesthesamecellular

structuresas the Vt-W method. So, basedon the simulatedreflectivity structuresand the

possiblebiastowardshighrainratesin themodel,it appearsto performreasonably.

4.2 Area Cloud Coverage

Vertical profiles of cloud coverage are shown in Fig. 4 for each case. Grid points that had total

hydrometeor contents in excess of 0.01 g/m3 were considered cloudy. The PRESTORM case

shows a broad area aloft near 11 km that is associated with the non-surface-precipitating portion



of the anvil. The meanwidth of thecloudyareais 304 kin. In theTOGA COAREcase,the

averagecloudareais 161km withnodiscemablemaximumaloft.
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The PRESTORM stratiformareaslowly but steadily increasedwith time eventually

flatteningoutoverthefinal 2hoursof thesimulationtime. Theaveragewidthof the stratiform

regionovertheentire12-hoursimulationtimefor all 6 methodswas43km (Table4). Themean

width rangedfrom 50km for C&H to 29 km for Vt-W. The meanconvectivewidth for the

entiresimulationwas95 km and varied from 87 km for C&H to 110 km for Vt-W. Because of

the coherence approach, the CA20 method had an average convective width of 91 km due to the

forward anvil. This agrees quite well with the ensemble average.

In TOGA COARE, the stratiform area also shows a slow, steady increase over the

simulation. The resulting mean 12-hour stratiform width (Table 4) was 56 km and varied from

43 km for Vt-W up to 67 km for C&H. The mean convective width of 27 km was much

smaller than in PRESTORM partially due to the forward anvil in the PRESTORM case. The

characteristic 20 km convective width assumed in the CA20 approach yields a 12-hour average

of 28 km which again agrees quite well with the ensemble average.

4.3 Cloud Mass Fluxes

Accumulated mass fluxes for the PRESTORM case are shown in Fig. 5. The fluxes are

subdivided into convective and anvil using the GCE method. The convective profile has ascent

at all levels with a single maximum at 4 kin. The anvil has a single upward peak at 9 km and a

single downward peak at 3 krn. The TOGA COARE fluxes are shown in Fig. 5. The results

are generally similar to PRESTORM. The convective peak is sharper and lower at 2.5 kin. The

anvil profile has maximum ascent at 9 km and maximum descent at 2.5 kin.



Figure6ashowsaccumulatedmassflux profilesseparatedinto convectiveandanvil for

PRESTORM for each of the six separationtechniques. Qualitatively,they are similar.

Convectiveprofilesall shownetascentthroughoutthetropospherewitha singlemaximum.The

anvilprofilesall shownetascentaloft andnetdescentin the lower troposphere.Theheightof

theconvectivepeakvariesbetween3.5 and6 krn. It's magnitudevariesbetween110and 130

g/cm2/grid. The anvil peaksvary between8 and 10 km in height but differ by up to 50

g/cm2/gridinmagnitude.In general,the resultsmimic thosefor rainfallwithhavingC&H the

largestanvilpeakandVt-W thesmallest. CA20 differs from the rest at low levels. There are

two main downdrafts behind the leading edge updraft. The first is about 5-10 km to the rear of

the leading edge and the second 20-25 km back. All of the methods include the first downdraft

in the convective region. The fixed convective area of the CA20 method does not encompass

the second downdraft while the other methods occasionally mark it convective.
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Compared to PRESTORM, TOGA COARE profiles (Fig. 6b) are less variable at low

levels but more variable aloft. Almost all of the methods place the peak convective flux at 2.5

km. The magnitudes vary from 40 to 65 g/cm2/grid. The low-level downward peaks in the

anvil are all at 2.5 km. The real variation is above the freezing level. C&H, GCE and CA20

have nearly identical results with dominant anvil profiles while Xu, Steiner, and Vt-W

increasingly categorize upward mass fluxes above the melting level as convective. The

differences are due to updrafts associated with cells behind the leading edge. Occassionally Xu

treated parts of these cells as convective. Steiner and especially Vt-W were even more likely to

call them convective. Frequently these cells contained updrafts aloft on the order of 1 to 2 m/s.

The differences are enough for the Vt-W profile to have a different in shape.

4.4 Apparent Heating (Q1) and Moistening (Q2)

Q1 profiles for PRESTORM are shown in Fig. 7a. Total Q1 has a maximum at 7 km and a



secondarypeaknear13km. Heatingprevailsin thetropospherewhilecoolingoccursabovethe

tropopause.Separationis accordingto the GCEmethod.The convectiveprofile showsheating

throughoutwith a peakat 5.5 kin. The anvil profile has cooling below 5 km, though the

freezinglevelis near4 kin, andheatingaloft with a maximumat 9 km and anothernearly as

largenear 14 km, All of the profiles havebeennormalizedby the total surfacerainfall.

Convectiveand anvil profiles are split into componentsin Fig. 8a&b. Condensationand

depositiondominatetheconvectivearea.Theothertermsaresmallbutsignificant. Deposition

and sublimation are the dominant terms in the anvil. The eddy flux term is responsible for the

secondary heating peak aloft and for the cooling above the tropopause.
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The TOGA COARE Q1 profiles are shown in Fig. 7b. Total Q1 again peaks at 7 krn

though the peak is flatter than in PRESTORM. Convective heating peaks at 2.5 km while in the

anvil, low-level cooling and upper-level heating are stronger. Weaker updrafts lead to less

heating and cooling near the tropopause than in PRESTORM. The component profiles are

shown in Figs. 8c&d. Condensation totally dominates the convective region such that the other

terms are minor. Heating is almost evenly divided between condensation and deposition in the

anvil, but evaporation is quite large below 5 km.

Normalized Q1 profiles for each of the separation techniques are shown in Fig. 9a for

PRESTORM. The overall shapes are quite similar with the only real differences being in the

magnitudes at midlevels. Steiner and Vt-W have the most convective heating. C&H has the

most anvil heating. The biggest variance is at 7 krn where heating rates vary by 0.33 deg/mm.

Below the melting level and above 9 kin, differences are quite small, on the order of 0.1

deg/mm.

Results for TOGA COARE are shown in Fig. 9b. The techniques again show close

agreement below the melting level. This uniformity occurs eventhough the convective areas may
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differ significantlyandcanbeattributedto the lackof anystrongheatingor coolingbeyondthe

vicinity of the leadingedge. SteinerandVt-W, whichon averagehavemuch largerconvective

regions,yieldonly slightly lessanvilcoolingcomparedto the others. In PRESTORM,strong

pocketsof cooling,duetoevaporationor evenmelting, can exist further behind the leading edge

below the melting level, the moist environment of the tropics mitigates this effect. The results

are different aloft. GCE, CA20 and C&H all produce similar profiles above the freezing level

with nearly all the heating assigned to the anvil region. Xu assigns slightly more of the heating

aloft to the convective region. Steiner has even more convective heating aloft while Vt-W has the

most, noticeably more than even Steiner. The variation is due to the decaying cells behind the

leading edge. Unlike below the melting level, they can contain areas of significant heating aloft.

Q2 profiles for PRESTORM and TOGA COARE are shown in Fig. 10. The TOGA

COARE anvil profile shows moistening below 4.5 krn, similar to PRESTORM only stronger.

Both convective profiles show drying mainly below 5 km. The TOGA COARE profile peaks at

3.5 km and the PRESTORM profile at 2.5 kin.

Q2 profiles separated into convective and stratiform are shown in Fig. 11. The

PRESTORM profiles have more variation at low levels, due mainly to CA20, while the TOGA

COARE profiles have more variation at upper levels. The shapes are similar in each case except

in TOGA COARE where Steiner and Vt-W are different aloft.

4.5 Hydrometeor Profiles

Total hydrometeor profiles for both cases are shown in Fig. 12. GCE is the only method that

directly utilizes hydrometeor data to differentiate between convective and stratiform. Large

values of cloud water or cloud ice are associated with significant updrafts that are a sign of

convection. Hydrometeor contents were computed for the convective and stratiform regions for



eachof theseparationtechniques.In PRESTORM,mostcloud wateris found to beconvective

rangingfrom over97% for SteinerandVt-W, to 84%for GCE,to 74% for C&H. Cloud ice

rangesfrom 83%convectivein Vt-W tojust 47%in C&H. Anotherindicationof convectionis

thepresenceof graupelor hail. For Vt-W andSteiner,85% of thehail is convective,for Xu

68%, for GCE and CA20, about 58%, and for C&H, only 50%.
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In TOGA COARE, cloud water is more variable because significant amounts are present

further behind the leading edge. It ranges from just 40% convective in C&H up to 78% for Vt-

W. GCE has 54% convective. GCE, C&H, and CA20 methods have minimal convective cloud

ice (less than 6%). Xu has a small amount, 12%, while Steiner and Vt-W have the most at 36%

and 53%, respectively.

4.6 Contoured Frequency with Altitude Diagrams (CFADs)

CFADs are frequency distributions at each altitude summed together as a function of height to

make a statistical diagram of a particular field (Yuter and Houze 1995b). Steiner et al. (1995)

used CFADs of radar reflectivity from Darwin, Australia, to verify their convective-stratiform

separation scheme (i.e., the Steiner method). A narrower distribution with peaks at lower

magnitudes (especially at low levels) is expected for the stratiform region. They also made

CFADs of Doppler derived vertical velocities for a CaPE (Convection and

Precipitation/Electrification Experiment) case. These also showed narrower distributions in the

stratiform region. The convective CFAD was broad with a significant portion over 5 m/s.

Reflectivity CFADs were constructed for both PRESTORM and TOGA COARE for

each separation technique. In PRESTORM, each method produced a convective CFAD with

larger peak modes than their stratiform CFADs--consistent with the results Steiner et al. (1995)

used to verify their algorithm. CFADs for Steiner and GCE are shown in Fig. 13a-d. At low



levels,peakconvectivemodesarecloseto 50dBZ for GCE,C&H, CA20 andXu, and45 dBZ

for SteinerandVt-W. The stratiformmodespeakat 20 dBZ for GCE,C&H, CA20,Xu and

Steinerand 15dBZ for Vt-W. The PRESTORM stratiformCFADs all show evidenceof a

bright bandandevaporation.Evaporationis not seenin theconvectiveCFADs. One distinct

differencefrom Steineret al. (1995) is that most of the stratiformCFADs in this study are

broaderthanthoseof theconvectiveregion. SteinerandVt-W areanexception.
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ReflectivityCFADs for TOGA COARErevealsimilartrends.Resultsfor Steinerand

GCEareshowninFig. 13e-h.GCE,C&H, andXu haveconvectivepeakmodesjust under50

dBZandpeakstratiformmodesnear30 dBZ. CA20 hasa peakconvectivemodecloserto 40

dBZ. TheconvectiveCFAD for theCA20 methodis now broaderthan thoseof GCE, C&H,

andXu. Thiscanbeattributedto thedifferent cell structurebetweenPRESTORMandTOGA

COARE. Steinerhasconvectiveandstratiformpeakmodesnear37 and27 dBZ, respectively.

Vt-W hasthesmallestconvectivepeaknear35dBZ anda stratiformpeakat 22 dBZ. Thus all

themethodsagainproducelargerpeakvaluesfor theconvectiveregion. Only CA20,Steiner

andVt-W haveconvectivedistributionscloseto beingasbroadastheir stratiform.

Vertical velocity CFADs for PRESTORM are all broader in the convectiveregion

thoughtheyareoverall much narrower than observed in Steiner et al. (1995). The results for

Vt-W and GCE are shown in Fig. 14a-d. At +5 m/s, the frequency is close to 1% whereas

Steiner et al. (1995) have the frequency over 10% at mid-levels. Part of the reason for the

discrepancy is that this study counts clear air above new convection as part of the convective

region which skews the distributions closer to zero. Also, the horizontal domain in Steiner et al.

(1995) is much smaller. The vertical velocity CFADs reveal that some of the separation

techniques allow a few occurrences of strong vertical velocities in the stratiform region. These

include a few updrafts over 15 m/s in GCE, Xu, and CA20, and some over 25 m/s in C&H.

Steiner contains some stratiform updrafts over 10 m/s, but Vt-W has no updrafts over 5 m/s in



the stratiform region. These outliers are infrequent and do not affect the overall results, though

they appear to be misclassified. Xu (1995), however, states that significant vertical velocities

above the melting layer not associated with convective rain rates should be left as stratiform as

they are mainly in the upper troposphere. The largest outliers do occur about the freezing level,

but they do not satisfy the condition Iwl << Vice put forth by Houze (1993) and Steiner et al.

(1995) where Vice is of the order 1 to 3 rrds. The widest convective and narrowest stratiform

CFADs are from Vt-W followed by Steiner then the others.
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CFADs of vertical velocities for the TOGA COARE case, though slightly narrower,

show similar characteristics compared to PRESTORM. Results for the GCE and Vt-W

methods are shown in Fig. 14e-h. Again, the Steiner and Vt-W methods have the broadest

convective CFADs and the narrowest stratiform.

4.7 Microphysical Processes

In addition to CFADs of vertical velocity and reflectivity, another type of contoured diagram

was made using microphysical data from the model. These diagrams, termed CDADs for

Cumulative Distribution by Altitude Diagrams, were constructed by partitioning the

microphysical processes of condensation, evaporation, deposition, sublimation, freezing and

melting according to vertical velocity bins (the same used in the vertical velocity CFADs) as a

function of height, for the entire domain, cumulatively. Each bin is normalized by the total

cumulative value for that process so that the diagrams show as a function of W and Z the

distribution of where a process occurs. Results for the total domain are shown in Fig. 15. The

distributions for each process were also partitioned into convective and stratiform for each

separation technique. The results are in Tables 5 and 6. The PRESTORM results are

discussed first.



In PRESTORM,themajorityof condensationoccursbetweenupdraftsof 2 and 14m/s

between1.5 and6 kin. All thetechniquesclassify condensationasconvective,from 72% in

C&H to over 97% in Steinerand Vt-W. Evaporationcan be separatedinto two distinct

regimes. In the convectiveregime,evaporationextendsfrom the surfaceto 6 km with a

significantportion from downdraftsstrongerthan -3 rrgs. This is attributedto downdrafts

alongtheperipheryof risingupdraftcores. Thestratiformregimeis narrower,confinedbelow

4 kin, andis centeredonzerom/s. This evaporationis due to rain falling beneaththe anvil.

Evaporationrangesfrom abouthalf convectivein GCE,C&H, andCA20 up to 80%convective

in Vt-W.
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Depositionoccursmainly between5 and 12 kin. Though skewedtowardsweaker

updrafts,asignificantportionextendspast10rn/s.Depositionoccursbelowabout5 m/s in the

stratiformregion;theconvectiveportionis centeredbetween5 and7.5 m/sandextendspast 10

m/s. Depositionrangesfrom 31%convectivein C&H to 57%in Vt-W. Sublimationprimarily

occursbetween4 and11km in weakdowndrafts.It rangesfrom just 17%convectivein C&H

to 34%in Vt-W.

All of thetechniquesconsiderfreezingto beaconvectiveprocessfrom 77% in C&H to

98%in SteinerandVt-W. Thedistributionextendsfrom thefreezinglevelnear4 km up to 9

km. At strongerupdrafts,freezingoccursmainly within 1 km of the freezinglevel.Melting

variesfrom 56% convectivein C&H to 87% in Steiner. It mostlyoccurswithin 3 km of the

meltinglevelbetween-5 and5 m/s,butasmallconvectivetail extendsoutto 15m/sjust below4

kin.

In TOGA COARE, the variation is considerablyhigher. Again, condensationis

predominantlyconvective,but it now rangesfrom 55%convectivein C&H to 90% in Vt-W.

Exceptfor Vt-W, thepercentageof convectivecondensationis at least15%lowerper method



comparedto PRESTORM.Thedistributionalsodiffers from PRESTORM. It hastwo peaks

at low levels that mergeinto a single peak at mid-levels. The convectiveportion has an

ascendingaxisfrom 10rn/sat2 krnup to 1 rn/sat 4 kin. Thestratiformportion is near0 m/s

andextendsupto 8 km withapeaknear4 km at 1m/s. Theseparationmethodsall producethe

samepattern. Thereis considerablevariationin thepartitioningof evaporation. C&H has it

52% convectiveand Vt-W 81%. Evaporationextendsfrom the surfaceto 8 km and centers

along0 m/s.

2O

There is immensediversity in the partitioning of deposition.C&H has only 4%

convectivewhileVt-W has68%. Thedistributionliesbetween5 and13km andskewstowards

zero. Amongthemethodswith ameaningfulconvective amount, the convective part is broader.

The stratiform portion is narrow and tall. Sublimation likewise shows a tremendous variation

varying from 3% convective in C&H to 49% in Vt-W. The distribution is fairly symmetrical

about 0 m/s and extends from 4 to 13 kin.

As with condensation, freezing is far less convective in TOGA COARE. It varies

enormously from 24% convective in C&H to 92% in Vt-W. The biggest changes occurred in

C&H and GCE with very little change in Vt-W. The distribution is very broad base just above

the freezing level then narrows up to 10 krn. A big difference between PRESTORM and

TOGA COARE involves melting. All methods have much lower convective percentages in

TOGA COARE, 5% in C&H to 61% in Vt-W. The greatest reduction is in C&H, GCE, Xu and

CA20 and is on the order of 40% or more. Steiner and Vt-W are also noticeably reduced. Thus

melting occurs mainly in the convective region in PRESTORM and in the stratiform region in

TOGA COARE.

3.8 Latent Heating Retrieval



One major current application of convective-stratiform separation is the retrieval of latent

heating profiles from observed rainfall data (Tao et al. 1990; 1993; 2000). The Goddard

Convective-Stratiform Heating (CSH) algorithm (Tao et al. 1990; 1993a; 2001) can retrieve

latent heating profiles of convective systems using rainfall as a multiplier and stratiform amount

as a weighting factor for appropriate rainfall-normalized convective and stratiform heating

profiles. The technique relies on the characteristic vertical shapes of latent heating in the

convective and stratiform regions of MCSs. The stratiform percentage must be accurate to

within 10% for an accurate retrieval (Tao et al. 1993a), because the level of maximum heating

shifts with changing stratiform fraction and 10% accuracy is sufficient to define the peak level.
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The sensitivity of the retrieved heating profiles to the choice of separation technique is

shown in Fig. 16. Treating the simulations as substitutes for the real system and using the

observed stratiform amount of 29% (Johnson and Hamilton 1988) for PRESTORM, sample

retrievals are produced using the CSH algorithm. They all show a stratiform bias compared to

the true heating profile in the model although the GCE, C&H, CA20 and Xu based profiles are

good approximations. The Vt-W and Steiner based profiles shift the peak heating level too

high. Of course, the closer a method was to the chosen percentage of 29%, the better its chance

would be of matching the true model heating and is consistent with the results. However, the

choice of 29% is arbitrary in the model and merely serves to show the potential variability of the

resulting retrievals.

Applying this same test to TOGA COARE using the model results and the observed

40% stratiform (Short et al. 1997), the GCE, C&H, and Xu profiles can reproduce the true

model heating. The CA20 and Vt-W profiles are slightly stratiform while Steiner again

produces an exaggerated stratiform bias. GCE, C&H, and Xu were closest to the chosen value

of 40%. This does not mean the others will produce poor retrievals. Two different separation

methods can yield significantly different stratiform percentages, but rain normalized profiles are



used.Largeheatingnormalizedby alargerainamountcanhavethesamenormalizedprofile as

smallerheatingnormalizedby a smallerrain amount as with different size areas. Rain-

normalizedheatingprofilesfor eachmethodfor bothcasesareshownin Fig. 17.
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ThePRESTORMconvective profiles are quite uniform, but not the stratiform profiles.

The Vt-W and Steiner stratiform profiles have exaggerated amplitudes. This is a result of

heating in the non-surface-precipitating anvil combined with the heating from the precipitating

anvil being normalized by small stratiform rain amounts. This can greatly impact the retrieved

profiles. The TOGA COARE stratiform profiles show similar behavior only this time the

CA20 and Steiner profiles appear amplified. The Vt-W profiles in TOGA COARE have a

shape different from the rest that is not simply due to division by a smaller denominator.

4.0 Summary and Conclusions

Six different convective-stratiform separation techniques were compared and evaluated using

2D numerical simulations of a tropical (TOGA COARE) and midlatitude continental

(PRESTORM) squall line. The six techniques were based on: Churchill and Houze (1984),

Tao et al. (1993b), Xu (1995), a constant area (e.g. Caniaux 1994), Steiner et al. (1995), and a

new Vt-W method based on the premise that hydrometeor fall speedslocity are large relative to

air velocity in stratiform precipitation (Houghton 1968; Steiner el al. 1995; Houze 1997). The

results of applying the different separation techniques to rainfall, mass flux, Q1, Q2,

hydrometeors, microphysics and latent heating retrieval were assessed. Overall, C&H and GCE

were found to produce the most stratiform results and Steiner and Vt-W the most convective.

Observational comparisons were not sufficient to justify using one particular technique over the

others.

Stratiform rain estimates varied significantly in both PRESTORM and TOGA COARE.



JohnsonandHamilton (1988) found 29% stratiform rain for the PRESTORM caseusing

gaugedatamakingall of thetechniquesappearto underestimatethestratiformrain. However,

usingtheconvective rainrate threshold from Johnson and Hamilton (1988) in the model results

in a stratiform amount of just 4% which agrees well with the lowest estimate given by Steiner.

Eventhough the gauge threshold is applied differently in the model, it indicates the model likely

underestimates the frequency of light rainrates as was found by Sui et al. (1998) making it hard

to evaluate the methods in the model based on comparisons with observed values. Short et al.

(1997) found rainfall to be 40% stratiform during active periods in TOGA COARE. This

agreed well with C&H, GCE and Xu in the model. However, the same caveats apply to the

model rainrates. All of the techniques found larger stratiform amounts in the tropical case.
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The average convective width, with coherence, in PRESTORM and in TOGA COARE

was found to be very close to the mean CA20 values suggesting the assumed characteristic

convective width of 20 km in CA20 was a reasonable approximation.

In PRESTORM, the six techniques produced convective and stratiform mass flux

profiles with similar characteristic shapes, but peak levels and magnitudes varied a great deal. In

TOGA COARE, the techniques showed less variation at low levels where peak levels were

nearly uniform. Differences mainly occurred aloft as low-level vertical motion was weak behind

the leading edge. C&H, GCE, and CA20 assigned nearly all of the net upward mass flux aloft

as stratiform while increasingly Xu, Steiner and Vt-W assigned it as convective, altering the

shape of the convective Vt-W profile. Qualitatively the techniques agreed but differed greatly in

magnitude.

In PRESTORM, qualitatively the techniques produced very similar convective and

stratiform Q1 profiles. The only significant differences were in the magnitude of the midlevel

peaks. In TOGA COARE, the variation at low levels was minimal but quite large aloft. C&H,



GCE,andCA20assignedmostof theheatingaloft asstratiform,while Vt-W assignedmostof

it asconvective.Thevariationin theQ2 profileswassignificantin PRESTORMat low levels

andinTOGACOAREatmid-levels.
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Despite being the only method to use hydrometeors, GCE had no more convective cloud

or cloud ice relative to the others than would be expected from the overall stratiform rain

percentage. All of the methods found cloud water to be overwhelmingly convective in

PRESTORM, but cloud ice varied. In TOGA COARE, the variation in convective cloud water

was large. Cloud ice was mostly stratiform.

In both PRESTORM and TOGA COARE, each method was able to produce reflectivity

CFADs with larger convective peak frequencies but not necessarily broader convective

distributions. Each method had vertical velocity CFADs in both cases that were broader for the

convective region. Vt-W produced the narrowest stratiform vertical velocity CFAD followed by

Xu and Steiner. The stratiform CFADs also showed instances of misclassified points.

Modified CFADs or CDADs were constructed to show how microphysical processes

were distributed as a function of W and Z. The processes were distributed over a wider velocity

and vertical range in the midlatitude case. The processes were also partitioned into convective

and stratiform for each method. The results varied moderately in PRESTORM though there

was general agreement as to the character of each process. Condensation, most evaporation,

freezing and melting were convective with sublimation and most deposition stratiform. In

TOGA COARE the variation was immense. Condensation was convective, and sublimation was

stratiform. But there was disagreement on evaporation, deposition, freezing and melting.

Latent heating retrieval was found to be quite sensitive to the use of separation

technique. This was mainly attributed to the stratiform region especially for methods that found
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very little stratiformrain (i.e.,SteinerandVt-W).

Overall,the different separationtechniquesproducedresultsthat qualitativelyagreed.

However,thequantitativedifferenceswerecouldbesubstantial.Most of thedifferencescanbe

attributedto thetransitionarea,wheresignificantverticalmotionexistsonly aloft. C&H is the

mostlikely to treatit asstratiform,andVt-W themost likely to treatit as convective. As cells

0aove from the leading edge of the system rearward, it can be very arbitrary when to change their

designation from convective to stratiform. Therefore, it may be useful to make "transition" a

third category in the separation of MCSs. Many separation techniques look for convective

criteria only below the melting level. In the future the convective region could be defined as that

where convective criteria are exceeded below the melting level, and the transition region as that

where convective criteria are only exceeded above the melting level. Another approach would be

to have a classification that allows for a weighted fraction rather than a binary distinction.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the large-scale environments associated with the PRESTORM

and TOGA COARE squall line cases. Simulation domain size, grid spacing and

references are also listed.

Table 2 Main criteria used by the six different separation algorithms to partition convective

and stratiform regions. "Gradient" refers to the use of horizontal gradients.

Table 3 Total accumulated rainfall (ram) per grid over all 12 hours of simulation time for

both the PRESTORM and TOGA COARE cases. Mean stratiform percentages

for each separation technique are listed. Values in parentheses are over the last 4

hours of the simulation.

Table 4 Mean width (kin) of the convective and stratiform regions over 12 hours of

simulation for each separation method and the average for both PRESTORM and

TOGA COARE.

Table 5 Total mean percentage of the microphysical processes that are convective according

to each separation technique for the PRESTORM simulation.

Table 6 Total mean percentage of the microphysical processes that are convective according

to each separation technique for the TOGA COARE simulation.
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Fig. 1. Vertical cross-sections of model estimated radar reflectivity after 720 minutes of

simulation for the (a) PRESTORM and (b) TOGA COARE case. Convective

regions for each of the separation techniques are overlayed in solid black lines.

Traces of the corresponding surface rainrates (mm/h) are also overlayed (domain top

= 200 ram/h).

Fig. 2. Time-domain cross-sections of surface rainfall rates for the (a) PRESTORM and (b)

TOGA COARE case.

Fig. 3. Time series of instantaneous grid averaged total (solid) and stratiform (dashed)

rainrate for the (a) PRESTORM and (b) TOGA COARE case.

Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of mean cloud coverage as a percentage of the horizontal domain for

both the PRESTORM and TOGA COARE cases.

Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of domain average accumulated mass flux for the total (heavy dash),

convective (solid) and stratiform (dotted) regions for both the (a) PRESTORM and

(b) TOGA COARE cases.

Fig. 6. Vertical profiles of domain average accumulated convective and stratiform mass flux

for each of the six separation techniques for the (a) PRESTORM and (b) TOGA

COARE cases. (C&H - black dashed, GCE - solid black, Xu - gray dotted, CA20 -

solid gray, Steiner - black dotted, Vt-W - "#")

Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of rain normalized domain average apparent heating (Q1) for the



total(heavydash),convective(solid) andstratiform(dotted)regionsfor both the (a)

PRESTORMand(b) TOGA COAREcase.
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Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of rain normalizedQ1 componentsfor the (a) PRESTORM

convectiveregion, (b) PRESTORM anvil region, (c) TOGA COARE convective

region,and(d)TOGA COAREanvil region.(Condensation- solid,Deposition- thin

solid, Evaporation- dotted,Sublimation- thin dotted,Freezing/Melting- thick

dashed, Eddy flux - "e", Radiation - '%")

Fig. 9. Vertical profiles of rain normalized domain average convective and stratiforrn Q I for

each of the six separation techniques for the (a) PRESTORM and (b) TOGA

COARE case. Line patterns follow Fig. 6.

Fig. 10. Vertical profiles of rain normalized domain average apparent moistening (Q2) for the

total (heavy dash), convective (solid) and stratiform (dotted) regions for both the (a)

PRESTORM and (b) TOGA COARE cases.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Vertical profiles of rain normalized domain average convective and stratiform Q2 for

each of the six separation techniques for the (a) PRESTORM and (b) TOGA

COARE case. Line patterns follow Fig. 6.

Vertical profiles of domain average hydrometeor content for the (a) PRESTORM

and (b) TOGA COARE case. (Rain - solid black, Cloud - dotted black, Snow - solid

gray, Cloud ice - dotted gray, Hail - thick dashed black, Graupel - thick dashed gray)

Fig. 13. Reflectivity CFADs for the (a) PRESTORM convective region using GCE

separation, (b) PRESTORM anvil region using GCE separation, (c) PRESTORM



convectiveregion using Steinerseparation,(d) PRESTORM anvil region using

Steinerseparation,(e)TOGA COAREconvectiveregionusing GCE separation,(f)

TOGA COAREanvil regionusingGCE separation,(g) TOGA COARE convective

region using Steinerseparation,(h) TOGA COARE anvil region using Steiner

separation.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 except for vertical velocity and Vt-W separation in place of Steiner.

Fig. 15. Domain total microphysical CDADs of (a) PRESTORM condensation, (b)

PRESTORM evaporation, (c) PRESTORM deposition, (d) PRESTORM

sublimation, (e) PRESTORM freezing, (f) PRESTORM melting, (g) TOGA

COARE condensation, (h) TOGA COARE evaporation, (i) TOGA COARE

deposition, (j)TOGA COARE sublimation, (k) TOGA COARE freezing, (1) TOGA

COARE melting,

Fig. 16. Simulated profiles of retrieved heating (Q1) for each of the six separation techniques

applied to model data but using observed stratiform percentages for (a) PRESTORM

and (b) TOGA COARE. The actual model heating is shown by the thick solid black

line. Line patterns follow Fig. 6.

Fig. 17. Convective and stratiform heating profiles normalized by their respective rainfall

amounts for each of the six separation techniques for the (a) PRESTORM convective

region, (b) PRESTORM anvil region, (c) TOGA COARE convective region, and (d)

TOGA COARE anvil region.
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